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Using a 3D fully kinetic approach, we disentangle and explain the ion and electron dynamics of the solar
wind interaction with a weakly outgassing comet. We show that, to first order, the dynamical interaction is
representative of a four-fluid coupled system. We self-consistently simulate and identify the origin of
the warm and suprathermal electron distributions observed by ESA’s Rosetta mission to comet
67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko and conclude that a detailed kinetic treatment of the electron dynamics
is critical to fully capture the complex physics of mass-loading plasmas.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.118.205101

Cometary nuclei are small, irregularly shaped “icy dirt
balls” left over from the dawn of our Solar System 4.6
billion years ago and are composed of a mixture of ices,
refractory materials, and large organic molecules [1–4].
When a comet is sufficiently close to the Sun, the
sublimation of ice leads to an outgassing atmosphere
and the formation of a coma, and a dust and plasma tail.
Historically, this process revealed the existence of the solar
wind and the interplanetary magnetic field [5–8]. Comets
are critical to decipher the physics of gas release processes
in space. The latter result in mass-loaded plasmas [9,10],
which more than three decades after the Active
Magnetospheric Particle Tracer Explorers (AMPTE) space
release experiments [11] are still not fully understood.
First observed in 1969, comet 67P/ChuryumovGerasimenko was escorted for almost two years along
its 6.45-yr elliptical orbit by ESA’s Rosetta orbiter spacecraft. During the mission, the comet transitioned from its
weakly outgassing phase into a more active object as it
approached the Sun, and back again to quieter phases when
traveling outward in the Solar System. This first ever
mission to do more than a simple cometary fly-by revealed
in unprecedented detail the fascinating evolution of a comet
[12] and the building up of its induced magnetosphere [13].
To date, the focus of modeling studies to predict and
explain the complex cometary plasma observations has
been on magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) or multifluid
[14–19] and hybrid (using a kinetic description for the
ions but describing the electrons as a massless fluid)
[20–26] simulations, leading to comprehensive models
for the ion dynamics. A satisfactory explanation for the
observed electron dynamics, however, is not yet available.
0031-9007=17=118(20)=205101(6)

For instance, the Ion and Electron Sensor (IES) instrument
onboard the Rosetta orbiter shows the presence of nonthermal electron distributions inside the inhomogeneous
expanding cometary ionosphere, including both a warm
(∼5 eV) and suprathermal (10–20 eV) component [27–29].
The origin and physical mechanism behind the various
components of the observed electron distributions is
unclear, but must be understood to disentangle the cometary plasma dynamics.
We develop and analyze a detailed model of the
cometary plasma dynamics, including fine-scale electron
kinetic physics, and discuss the relative acceleration
mechanisms decoupling the plasma populations. Using
the collisionless semi-implicit, fully kinetic, electromagnetic particle-in-cell code iPIC3D [30], which solves the
Vlasov-Maxwell system of equations for both ions and
electrons using the implicit moment method [31–33], we
focus on the interaction between the solar wind and a
weakly outgassing comet such as encountered by Rosetta
at approximately 3 astronomical units (A.U.). from the
Sun. At such large distances from the Sun, the collisionless approximation is valid everywhere except in the
innermost coma [34,35]. We model self-consistently the
kinetic dynamics of both cometary water ions and electrons, produced by the ionization of the radially expanding
and outgassing cometary atmosphere, together with the
incoming solar wind proton and electron plasma flow. To
accommodate a flowing plasma in the computational
domain, we use open boundary conditions as implemented by Deca et al. [36].
Maxwellian distributions of solar wind protons and
electrons are injected at the inflow boundary of the
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computational domain (at x ¼ −1540 km) with densities
np;sw ¼ ne;sw ¼ 1 cm−3 and temperatures T p;sw ¼ 7 eV,
T e;sw ¼ 10 eV, respectively, approximating the free-streaming solar wind plasma distributions [29,37]. The solar wind
flows along X at vsw ¼ ð400; 0; 0Þ km s−1 . We use a reduced
mass ratio mp;sw =me;sw ¼ 100 to meet our numerical restrictions, a common practice in fully kinetic simulations that
ensures scale separation between electron and ion dynamics
[38]. The interplanetary magnetic field is directed along Y at
BIMF ¼ ð0; 6; 0Þ nT, resulting in a solar wind proton and
electron Larmor radius of rp;sw ¼142km and re;sw ¼ 12 km,
respectively. The nucleus of the comet is represented by an
absorbing sphere placed 110 km upstream of the center of the
computational domain (at ðx; y; zÞ ¼ ð−110; 0; 0Þ km). The
computational domain measures 3300 × 2200 × 2200 km3
with a resolution of 10 km in all three Cartesian directions. The
simulation time step is Δt ¼ 4.5 × 10−5 s, which is well
below the electron gyroperiod (5.95 ms for 6 nT) and, hence,
resolves the electron gyromotion.
The solar wind is mass loaded by cold cometary ions as a
consequence of the outgassing cometary neutral atmosphere
that is ionized as it expands [39]. In order to inject cometary
ion-electron pairs, we do not implement the neutral gas
distribution. Instead, we use an analytical profile for the
plasma production rate that results from the ionization of an
expanding neutral gas with a 1=r2 radial density profile. We
assume a gas production rate of Q ¼ 1026 s−1 [40]. The
resulting cometary density profile then mimics the 1=r
plasma density profile observed close to the cometary
nucleus [41]. We radially inject Maxwell-distributed cometary electrons (T e;c ¼ 10 eV) and cold cometary water
group ions (mi;c =mp;sw ¼ 20) accordingly. The thermal
velocity of the implanted water ions is set 2 orders of
magnitude smaller than the solar wind protons, which
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translates to a cometary ion temperature of T i;c ¼ 0.5 eV.
Although T i;c is somewhat higher than observed by Rosetta
(see, e.g., Nilsson et al. [13]), cometary ions are born in the
simulation with energies 2000 times less than the solar wind
energy, ensuring sufficient separation of scales.
Figure 1 shows the density profiles in the XY (terminator)
and XZ (cross magnetic field) planes for the solar wind
[Figs. 1(a)–1(d)] and cometary [Figs. 1(e)–1(h)] ion and
electron species. The simulated global structure of the solar
wind-weak comet interaction confirms the results reported
by hybrid simulations on the induced cometary magnetosphere [23–25]. In particular, we observe a magnetic pileup
(a direct consequence of the ionization of outflowing gas
from the nucleus) up to more than 3 times the interplanetary
magnetic field magnitude [42], together with a compression
of the incoming, mass-loaded, solar wind [Fig. 1(a)]. The
magnetic field lines drape around the nucleus. No bow shock
develops, as expected for a weakly outgassing comet [22].
The heavy cometary ions are accelerated by the convective
electric field, to be eventually picked up far downstream,
whereas solar wind protons deflect in the opposite direction
in accordance with momentum conservation. Downstream of
the nucleus, Figs. 1(d) and 1(g) show a fanlike structure [15]
and density fluctuations or filamentation [43] that can be
associated with the so-called “singing comet” waves [25].
Focusing on the electron dynamics next [Figs. 1(b), 1(d),
1(f), and 1(h)], we find that, to first order, the electrons
behave as two separate fluids: a solar wind and a cometary
electron fluid. We observe a spatial separation of the
cometary electrons with respect to the cometary ions,
and of the solar wind electrons with respect to the solar
wind protons. Cometary electrons eventually end up
neutralizing the solar wind protons, and solar wind electrons eventually neutralize the cometary ions.

FIG. 1. Density profiles in the XY=XZ planes for the solar wind (left-hand panels) and cometary (right-hand panels) ions and
electrons. The Y axis is directed along the solar wind magnetic field. Field lines are plotted in black. The red arrow in (c) indicates the
deflected solar wind proton flow in the XZ plane.
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The four species interact as follows. First, as cometary
ions accelerate along the convective electric field in the
cross magnetic field direction, cometary electrons are
initially accelerated in the opposite direction. They are
picked up into the solar wind flow much faster than the
cometary ions, at scales larger than the electron gyroradius
(∼10 km). In other words, cometary electrons reach the
solar wind flow velocity very locally (quickly) as compared
to the cometary ions. This process spatially separates the
cometary ion and electron dynamics. Second, this separation of the ion and electron motion results in a net current
that is associated to a Hall electric field. Coupled to the
need for quasineutrality at those scales, the solar wind
electrons become decoupled from the solar wind protons
upstream of the comet. At the same time, the convective
electric field has an opposite sign in the solar wind and
cometary ion reference frame and transfers momentum
between the two species. While the solar wind protons are
deflected, the interplanetary magnetic field continues to be
carried close to the comet through the solar wind (and
cometary) electrons as they are still frozen-in into the
magnetic field. This behavior is quite similar to the ion
diffusion region in magnetic reconnection [44].
From a kinetic point of view, the simulated four-fluid
interaction, in particular, the separation of the solar wind
and cometary electron dynamics, is coherent. Solar wind
and cometary electrons populate different regions in phase
space when close to the comet. They can therefore follow
different phase-space trajectories. The velocity streamlines
shown in Fig. 2 illustrate the four-fluid behavior.
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The ability of our model to self-consistently describe the
electron-kinetic dynamics of the solar wind-comet interaction shines new light on the (observed) particle energy
distributions [29,45]. Figure 3 shows the solar wind,
cometary, and total ion energy distributions along the
Sun-comet direction (through the center of the computational domain; the cut is indicated in Fig. 1(a). The
distributions are constructed by grouping the particle
energies in uniform bins, collecting all particles per species
available in 30 × 30 × 30 km3 cubic domains along the X
direction. Figure 4 is constructed similarly, but along the Y
axis of the domain.
Close to the cometary nucleus, no stagnation point is
observed. Instead, the solar wind proton distribution loses
part of its energy [Fig. 3(a)] as the incoming plasma is
deflected when interacting with the cometary coma. The lost
energy is transferred to the cometary ions that are picked up
by the local convective electric field and accelerated tail
ward [Fig. 3(b)]. This is qualitatively consistent with the
observed energy behavior of the solar wind ions [46].
The cometary ion energy rises to 1000 eV in the solar
wind proton wake behind the comet, a number comparable
to the upstream solar wind proton energy [Fig. 3(c)].
Moving downstream and along the positive Z axis (not
shown), however, we gradually encounter more energetic
cometary ions as they are being picked up. At the edge of
our computational domain the cometary ion population has
already reached energies of 1750 eV. Eventually, far
beyond our computational domain [15], the velocity of
the cometary ion population will equal the solar wind flow
FIG. 2. 3D overview of the four-fluid
behavior of the solar wind interaction with
a weakly outgassing comet. Included in
the illustration are the structure of the
interplanetary magnetic field, density
thresholds, and velocity streamlines for
the four simulated species. The shape
model of 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko
is enlarged 5 times to increase visibility.
The lower right-hand inset indicates how
the density thresholds are cut. The upper
right-hand inset illustrates the decoupling
of the four species in the XZ plane,
perpendicular to the interplanetary magnetic field.
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FIG. 3. Solar wind, cometary, and total (solar windþ
cometary) ion energy distributions along the Sun-comet direction
[(a)–(c), respectively]. The cut is indicated in Fig. 1(a). The white
band represents the comet location.

velocity (T i;c → 20000 eV, given our cometary ion mass
ratio mi;c =mp;sw ¼ 20).
We measure deflection angles in excess of 45° for both
the solar wind protons and cometary ions. In addition, at a
fixed location in space with respect to the comet, the pickup angle is larger for cometary ions with greater energies
[47]. Both observations are in agreement with recent
plasma measurements by the Rosetta spacecraft [48,49].
Figure 4 shows the solar wind, cometary, and total
electron energy distributions along a cut in the terminator
plane [where Rosetta has resided most of the time; the cut is
indicated in Fig. 1(e)]. Solar wind electrons accelerate

FIG. 4. Solar wind, cometary, and total (solar windþ
cometary) electron energy distributions along a cut in the
terminator plane [(a)–(c), respectively]. The cut is indicated in
Fig. 1(e). The white band represents the comet location.
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towards the comet [Fig. 4(a)] under the influence of an
ambipolar electric field that is generated by the large electron
pressure gradient in the inhomogeneous cometary plasma
[50], which further enhances the separation of the solar wind
electron and ion flows. The total electron energy distribution
[Fig. 4(c)] is once again the sum of Figs. 4(a) and 4(b). Close
to the comet we observe a warm ∼5-eV component of
cometary origin and a 10–20-eV suprathermal component of
solar wind origin. Our simulation self-consistently generates
both components and reveals the origin of the two collisionless electron distributions observed by Rosetta in the
cometary environment [27–29,45]. Note that a third, cold
electron population has also been observed much closer to
the Sun, when the electron-neutral collision rate, still
negligible at 3 A.U., becomes high enough to cool down
the warm cometary electrons [51].
Identifying the origin of the suprathermal electron population delivers clues to the physical mechanism behind their
acceleration or heating in the collisionless coma. Two
mechanisms have been discussed in literature thus far:
(i) heating of electrons through wave particle interactions,
such as the singing comet waves (understood as an ion
Weibel instability [43,52]) or lower hybrid waves [45], and
(ii) the acceleration of electrons along the ambipolar electric
field [29]. In the second scenario, solar wind electrons
traveling toward the comet fall into the potential well that is
generated by the gradient in electron number density
[53,54]. Electrons born inside, i.e., the cometary electrons,
are trapped unless they carry enough energy to escape. The
potential scales as the electron thermal energy [29]; hence,
only suprathermal electrons will be able to escape the nearcomet environment. Note that this interpretation is valid on
subion time scales only, as quasineutrality will act such that
electrons must eventually leave the potential well. Without
ruling out the influence of wave particle interactions, our
simulation favors the ambipolar electric field model, though
this may not be the case at other activity phases of the comet.
We have focused here on a weakly outgassing cometary
nucleus, where the plasma can be safely approximated as
collisionless. We use the collisionopause or exobase distance, defined as the distance to the nucleus where the
cometocentric distance equals the mean free path for
collisions with neutrals, to characterize the validity of this
assumption. For Q ¼ 1026 s−1, we find the ion exobase at
3 km above the surface of the nucleus [35,51]. The
electrons are collisionless down to the nucleus. Note that
the ion value is computed here for very low energy ions,
relevant for newborn ions inheriting the ∼200 K temperature of the neutral gas. As the ion-neutral cross section
rapidly decreases with energy, even a weak electric field
combined with a high gas production rate may significantly
decrease the ion collisionality [55]. Hence, while there may
be some collisionality also in our case, we expect this to be
the case only within the first few kilometers above the
nucleus (not resolved in our simulation).
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As the cometary outgassing activity increases, plasmaneutral collisions will play an increasingly significant role
in shaping the ionized cometary environment. Collisions
account for two significant processes in the context of
mass-loaded plasmas: ion-neutral friction and electron
cooling. When the gas production rate is high enough,
plasma-neutral collisions eventually carve out a nonmagnetized region near the cometary nucleus [56]. This region
is shaped by electron-neutral collisions [57]. Taking into
account collisions will be necessary to extend this study for
more active comets.
To conclude, we have produced the first 3D fully kinetic
and electromagnetic simulations of the solar wind interaction
with a weakly outgassing comet, for which the collisional
interaction between the neutral gas and (mass-loading)
plasma can be ignored, as is representative of comet 67P/
Churyumov-Gerasimenko at 3 A.U. We have disentangled
the collisionless electron- and ion-kinetic activity of the
interaction and found that the electron dynamics, to first
order, is that of two independent electron fluids. This allows
us to interpret the main features and origin of the warm
(cometary) and suprathermal (solar wind) electron distributions observed by the Rosetta mission. Although globally the
dynamics of the solar wind-weak comet system is that of a
four-fluid coupled system, we conclude that a multispecies
electron-kinetic description is a must to fully capture the
complex global solar wind-comet interaction process.
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